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Austral winter 1986 observations from the Polarstern along the Greenwich meridian from the ice
edge to the Antarctic margin show the mixed layer beneath the winter sea ice cover to be significantly
depressedin oxygen saturation. Incorporation of Weddell Deep Water (WDW) into the winter mixed
layer, responsiblefor this undersaturation,also introduces heat and salinity into the surface layer
which strongly influencesthe mixed layer, sea-air exchangesand sea ice formation processes.The
l

totalWDWtransfer
intothemixedlayeraverages
45myr- , iml•lying
a residence
timeforthesurface

water of 2.5 years. The associated winter heat flux is 41 W m-•, which limits ice thickness to about
0.55 m, agreeing quite well with observations. The air temperatures during the cruise are just sufficient
to remove the WDW heat input in the presence of observed ice thickness and concentration. This
suggeststhat the sea ice cover and WDW heat input into the mixed layer are in approximate balance
by midwinter. The annual heat flux from WDW to the surface layer, and hence into the atmosphere,

is estimated
as 16W m-2. Extrapolation
of theGreenwich
meridian
WDW entrainment
valueto the
fullcircumpolar
60ø-70øS
beltyieldstotalupwelling
of 24 x 106 m3 s-1 . Similarextrapolation
of the
heatfluxvaluegivesa circumpolar
totalof 2.8 x 1014W. Asa consequence
of circulation/topography
interaction, the Maud Rise water column standsout as an anomaly relative to the surroundingregion,
with a significantlymore saline and dense mixed layer. Below the mixed layer the water column over
the crest of the rise is identical to that over the flanks if the latter water column is upwelled by 400 m.
This uplifting is believed to be a response of the upstream flow encountering the rise. Increased
upstreamflow would be expected to increaseMaud Rise upwelling and the dependent salinity (density)
of the mixed layer. Slight increasesin the mixed layer density could trigger a convective mode and
generation of a polynya. It is hypothesized that spin-up of the Weddell Gyre's barotropic circulation
induced by an increase of the regional wind stress curl would enhance the probability of polynya
development over Maud Rise.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements made during austral spring 1981 from the
Mikhail

Somov of the ocean beneath the sea ice cover from

56øto 62.5øSnear the Greenwich meridian provide evidence
for significantamounts of deepwater incorporation into the
winter mixed layer [Gordon et al, 1984; Gordon and Huber,
1984]. Associated vertical flux of heat, salt, and gases have
important effects on sea-air exchanges and sea ice characteristics and may also be of some importance to the larger
climate [Gordon, 1988]. From July 7 to September 9, 1986,
cruise Ant V/2 (a component of the Winter Weddell Sea
Project 1986 [Schnack-Schiel,1987])of the Federal Republic
of Germany (FRG) research icebreaker Polarstern carried
out an observational study of the winter ocean, atmosphere,
and sea ice characteristics along the Greenwich meridian
from the ice edge to the continental margins of Antarctica
(Figure 1).
The Weddell Gyre is a large cyclonic circulation cell
extending from the Antarctic Peninsula to approximately
30øE, with the baroclinic circulation trough or gyre "hub"
intersecting the Greenwich meridian between 60ø and 62øS
[Deacon, 1979; Gordon and Huber, 1984; Whitworth and
Nowlin, 1987; Comiso and Gordon, 1987; Bagriantsev et al.,
1989]. The northern boundary of the gyre at the Greenwich
meridian, marking the sharp transition to the circumpolar
belt, occurs near 56øS, coinciding with the winter maximum
extent

of the

sea ice cover.

The

southern

and western

boundaries of the gyre are formed by the continental margin
of Antarctica. The northern limb of the Weddell Gyre is
dominated by easterly flow, advecting a very cold water
Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union.
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column away from the gyre's western boundary current.
South of the gyre trough the flow is toward the west,
recirculating cold interior waters and in closer proximity to
Antarctica, advecting westward the relatively warm Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) which sweeps into the gyre's
eastern margins. The details of the eastern boundary are not
well resolved; possibly, it is at this boundary that the gyre
interacts most freely with the circumpolar water masses at
all depths.
This study focuses on the upper ocean. We (1) quantify
significantdeepwater incorporation into the sea-ice-covered
winter mixed layer, with accompanied vertical fluxes of heat
and salinity, across the full latitudinal extent of the Weddell
Gyre; (2) discuss the overall harmony of ice thickness with
the underlying ocean fluxes; (3) discuss the anomalous
stratification over Maud Rise; and (4) present thoughts
regardingthe impact of these results on the full circumpolar
belt and on polynya generation. It is noted that we often use
the word "entrainment," by which we mean the incorporation of Weddell Deep Water (WDW) characteristics into the
mixed layer. The companionpaper by Martinson [this issue]
models the responsibleprocesses.
2.

LARGE-SCALE

FEATURES

To provide background, the large-scale thermohaline field
as viewed with the Ant V/2 data set is briefly presented.
2.1.

Temperature and Salinity Sections

The full depth temperature, salinity, and sigma-zero sections reveal the nearly homogeneous nature of the thermohaline structure characteristic of the zone poleward of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Figures 2a-2c; the complete set of sections are included in the Ant V/2 data report
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Fig. 1. CTD ;tations obtainedduringPolarstern cruiseAnt V/2.
The 2.5- and 4-km isobath indicates the position of Maud Rise
centered at 65øSand 2.5øE, the continental margin near 70øS,and the
polar flank of the mid-ocean ridge near 55ø-57øS.The light dashed
lines show the sea surface dynamic height anomaly in dynamic
meters, relative to the 1000-dbar surface.

[Huber et al., 1989]). The temperature maximum (t-max) in
the 200- to 500-m range marks the "top" of the WDW
[Bagriantsev et al., 1989] drawn into the gyre from the lower
stratum of the CDW [Gordon and Huber, 1984; Whitworth
and Nowlin, 1987]. The poleward edge of CDW, marking the
northern boundary of the Weddell Gyre, is observed at
station 145. Within the Weddell Gyre the t-max is not a
uniform sheet; rather, it is composed of patches that may
reflect circulation patterns. Slightly deeper than the t-max is
a salinity maximum (s-max). Below the WDW s-max the
thermohaline stratification is minor, amounting to a total
range of only IøC, 0.03 practical salinity units (psu), and 0.05
sigma-zero. The slightly colder and less saline bottom water
in the northern

end of the sections is the more concentrated

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) flowing from the western
boundary region. Along the southern boundary, the increased slope of the isopleths indicates a baroclinic westward flowing slope current, the prime sourceof heat and salt
for the Weddell Sea and western margins of the gyre. A
further increase in isopleth slopesis observed in the vicinity
of Maud Rise. Maud Rise dominates the bottom topography
of the Weddell Gyre near the Greenwich meridian, reaching
a minimum depth of 1631 m, with a meridional expressionof
roughly 400 km (about the same in the zonal direction) at the
3000-m

level.

A revealing way to exhibit the thermal field across Maud
Rise is to use sigma-zero as the vertical coordinate (Figure
3). The varied density of the surface water, along with the
t-max stratum, dominates the structure. The deep and bottom water are portrayed as a thin band, with Maud Rise
hardly more than a bump. The relatively densesurfacewater

over Maud Rise sharply decreasesthe density range over the
crest of the rise. It is noted that the surface water

over the

rise has roughly the same sigma-zero as the t-max water over
the rise flanks, allowing isopycnal mixing between the t-max
and the Maud Rise mixed layer, as discussed in section 6 of
this study.
The focus of this paper is on the upper ocean, so attention
is drawn to the sections for the upper 1000 m (Figure 4),
above the sill depth of Maud Rise, but not above its influence
on the stratification.

There are distinct meridional

variations

in the nature of the temperature and salinity maxima of the
WDW, as well as variations of the mixed layer depth and
thermohaline characteristics. The broad region with WDW
potential temperature maximum of near 0.4øC and 34.68
salinity, from 57øSto 62.5øS, defines the cold regime of the
Weddell Gyre [Gordon and Huber, 1984]. It is composed of
the eastward flowing northern limb and trough of the Weddell Gyre plus the northern part of the return flow. Within
this regime the isotherms and isohalines are rather flat, with
a mixed layer thickness of approximately 125 m.
Near 62.5øS there is an abrupt change in deepwater and
mixed layer characteristics. The warmer and saltier WDW
south of 62.5øS is due to incorporation of CDW drawn into
the gyre from the east [Gordon and Huber, 1984 ;Whitworth
and Nowlin, 1987]. The warmest WDW along the Greenwich
meridian occurs over the flanks of Maud Rise. A map view of
the t-max using the full Ant V/2 data set (Figure 5, left)
shows that WDW of temperature greater than IøC does not
form a complete halo, though all stations over the flanks
have deepwater temperatureswell above that found over the
crest of Maud Rise. Bagriantsev et al. [1989] show that in
!984 austral summer a large pool of warmer deep water
occurredjust to the west of Maud Rise, and they speculate
that it is a quasi-stationary feature.
South of Maud Rise the mixed layer is 0. IøC warmer and
over 0.1 psu higher in salinity than it is within the cold
regime to the north. Over Maud Rise the mixed layer salinity
exceeds 34.5 (Figure 5, right), inducing a % difference
between t-max and mixed layer of slightly less than 0.04
(also see Figure 3). This induces a baroclinic cyclonic
circulation over the rise with a rather sharp front at the edges
of the Maud Rise water column (Figure 1).

2.2.

Property/PropertyRelationships

2.2.1. Potential temperature-salinity, O/Srelation. The
mixed layer O/S characteristics(Figure 6a), are exhibited as
a scatter of points slightly offset from the freezing line,
spanningthe salinity interval from 34.15 to 34.52, representing 80% of the full water column density (•r0) range, though
only 2% of the water column. Many of the individual stations
exhibit a small salinity increase (about 0.005) toward the
mixed layer base, with an associated slightly warmer temperature. In the context of the WDW entrainment argument
presented later, this may be taken as a sign of WDW
characteristics invading the lower segment of the mixed
layer, indicating that blending of water types within the
mixed layer is not immediate. Maud Rise station 103 represents the high-salinity limits of the mixed layer and pycnocline. The CDW represented by station 146 defines the
circumpolarsourcecharacteristicsfor the deep waters of the
Weddell Gyre [Gordon and Huber, 1984; Whitworth and
Nowlin, 1987].
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Fig. 2. Full depth sectionof (a) potentialtemperaturein degreesCelsius,(b) salinity in psu, and (c) sigma-p(½0for
the sea surfaceto 1000m, ½2for 100•3000 m, and ½4below 3000m) alongthe PolarsternAnt V/2 stations7•146. The
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The mixed layer has contact via a thin, weak pycnocline
with the WDW-AABW O/S sequence in the range of 0.3ø1.35øC and salinity 34.67-34.72. There are some nonlinear
structures in the WDW-AABW O/S sequence below the
salinity maximum and within the bottom layer. These features are beyond the scope of this paper and will be included
in a more complete discussionof the deepwater and bottom
water masses of the Weddell Gyre.
2.2.2. Potential temperature-oxygen, 0/0; rela-

tion. The WDW-AABW 0/02 sequence(Figure 6b) reveals
a nonlinear structure near 0.5øC. At warmer temperatures

the 0/02 follows that of the CDW north of the Weddell Gyre
[Gordon and Huber, 1984]. However, between 0.25 ø and
0.5øC a distinct oxygen minimum occurs. This feature is
found primarily within the Weddell cold regime (where the
WDW t-max is 0.5øC or less [Gordon and Huber, 1984]) and
is associated
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This

stratum

is

believed to be locally generated through oxygen utilization
(see Weiss et al. [1979] and Whitworth and Nowlin [1987],
who referred to it as "central intermediate water"). At
colder temperatures, below any direct isopycnal connection
to the open ocean winter mixed layer, there is a linear trend
leading to AABW. Presumably within this segment of the
WDW-AABW sequence,"communication" with the surface
layer occurs within the continental margin regime.

Extensionof the O/Sand 0/02 WDW-AABW sequenceto
the freezing point indicates the dominant cold water input to
the bottom layer has an oxygen concentrationof 6.8 mL/L
and a salinity of 34.62. The same salinity and approximately
the same oxygen was determined for the cold surface water
input to bottom water formation in the Bransfield Strait

[Gordon and Nowlin, 1978]. The cold surface end-member
for AABW formation may be quite uniform around the
periphery of the Weddell Gyre.

The mixed layer 0/02 scatter covers a wide range of
oxygen values, approximately from 6.4 to 8.0 mL/L, representing a saturation range from 75% to 97%. This is presumed to be a product of incorporation of oxygen poor
WDW into the winter mixed layer, the implicationsof which
are explored in greater detail below. The water with oxygen
near 8 mL/L and temperatures well above the freezing mark
is the surface water along the northern boundary of the
Weddell Gyre.
2.3.

Mixed Layer Detail

The mixed layer observed during Ant V/2 forms a nearly
homogeneouslayer with an average thicknessof 111m (with
a standarddeviation of 33 m; Figure 7a). South of 62.5øSit is
slightlyshallowerthan the average, thoughover Maud Rise
and along the continental margin it deepens. Within the cold
regime the mixed layer is approximately 125 m thick. The
pycnocline is generally weak, with a marked further weakeningfrom Maud Rise to the continental margin (Figure 7b).
Temperature, salinity, and oxygen profilesfor the upper 250
m also demonstrate the regional differences (Figure 7c) in
thickness and pycnocline intensity.
Mixed layer temperature and salinity increase abruptly
south of 62.5øS, while oxygen saturation decreases(Figures
8a-8c). This latitude marks the separation of the Weddell
cold and warm regimes. For example, in the latitude range of
65o-70øSthe mixed layer temperature is 0.10øC above the
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Fig. 4. Potential temperature,salinity, and sigma-zerofor the upper 1000 m for the Polarstern Ant V/2 stations
7•146.

freezing point with an oxygen saturation of about 80%.
North of 62.5øSthe mixed layer averagesonly 0.025øCabove
freezing with an oxygen saturation of over 90%. The Maud
Rise water column with a salinity of 34.5 is about 0.05øC
above freezing with an oxygen saturation of 83-85%.
The salinity anomaly of the Maud Rise mixed layer is
evident in O/S space (Figure 9a) as a cluster of points with
salinity values near 34.5. The S/02 saturation (Figure 9b)
reveals a linear trend from the Weddell cold regime (about
34.2 psu and 94% oxygen saturation) to a point near 34.45
psu and 75% oxygen saturation. The Maud Rise water
column deviates from this trend. The Maud Rise anomaly
may represent a water column somewhatisolated during the
entire year, allowing a generalbuildup of mixed layer salinity
(which may be derived from enhanced upwelling over the
rise; see section 6). Elevated salinity of the winter remnant

changeswith the atmosphere and ice, whereas the oxygen
concentrationmay not be. This is the subjectof the following

temperature
minimum
(t-Tin)laye,roverMaudRiserelative

from ice formation [Martinson, this issue]. Entrainment

to the regional value is observed in the Ajax summer data set
[Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), 1985].
In summary, the mixed layer property relationshipsreveal
a positive correlation of oxygen undersaturation with both
salinity and temperature. This is expected if WDW characteristics infiltrate the mixed layer, which we believe is
occurring. Temperature and salinity are modified by ex-

processessharpenand deepen the pycnocline as the mixed
layer incorporatesWDW into its volume during the winter
period. This is countered on the annual scale by Ekman
upwelling. Vertical diffusion tends to diminish the gradient
of the pycnocline throughout the year. The seasonalevolution of the mixed layer and transitional pycnocline depend
on the balance of these processes,which are sensitiveto sea

section.

3.

DEEPWATER

ENTRAINMENT
HEAT

3.1.

Entrainment

AND ASSOCIATED

FLUX

Calculations

Elevated mixed layer temperaturesrelative to the freezing
point, accompanied by depressed oxygen concentrations
and relatively high salinities, are indicative of significant
incorporation of WDW properties into the winter mixed
layer [Weiss et al., 1979; Gordon and Huber, 1984]. Mixed
layer entrainment of WDW can be driven by turbulence
producedby relative ice motion and by convectionstemming
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ice dynamicsandthermodynamics
whichin turnrespondto

the ice-coveredperiod usingthe oxygen concentrationas a

atmospheric forcing.
Formation of sea ice does not require the entire mixed

proxy, with two assumptions:
1. The oxygenconcentrationis essentiallyconservative;

layerto beat thefreezingpoint(tf). For sufficiently
lowair it is not influencedby the biologicalprocessesunderthe sea
temperatures, ice will form on a thin sublayer whose tem-

ice. This assumptionis well supported by the dissolved

peratureis tf, with the bulk of the mixedlayerat a slightly anthropogenic chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) F-11 and F-12
higher temperature [ROed, 1984; Houssais, 1988]. The dif- obtainedduringAnt V/2 [Weiss,1987],whichare essentially

ference
between
bulkmixedlayertemperature
andtf (given biologically inert. The mixed layer has a CFC F-11 saturaby/it) supportsa heatflux from the mixedlayerthroughthe
ice to the atmosphere.For the observedaverage /it =
0.08øC, the flux is estimated to be

Faw= Kw (•it) = 22 W m-2

tion rangingfrom 46 to 85%. The deepwater is essentially
devoidof CFC, so a 50: 50 mix of deepwater with initially
saturated surface water would yield a 50% CFC saturated
mixed layer. The correspondingoxygen saturationwould be

80%, sincethe WDW oxygen saturationis approximately

wherekw = 270W m-2 s-•øC-• is thebulkocean-ice
heat 60%. Comparisonof the mixed layer CFC concentration
transfer coefficient[ROed, 1984;Houssais, 1988]. Heat flux
of this magnitude would reduce /it to zero in 2-3 weeks.
Thusthe elevatedtemperaturesof the mixedlayer cannotbe
a remnantof the previoussummerandmustbe supportedby
active entrainment.

The WDW heat input to the mixed layer is lost to the
atmospherethroughthe sea ice and its leads, and therefore it
is not possible to determine the amount of entrainment

(providedby R. Weiss(personalcommunication,1987)based
on preliminaryCFC data) versusthat of the oxygenyieldsa
linear relation with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. Therefore

the oxygenand CFC would yield virtually the sameentrainment levels,and the effectsof biologycan be neglected.
2. There is no significantoxygen flux across the snowcovered sea ice, which had a mean concentration of 95%

during Ant V/2 [Wadhams et al., 1987]. Sea ice cover

directlyfromthe temperaturedata.Is it notpossibleto do so inhibitsgasexchangewith the atmosphere[Schlosseret al.,
from the salinity of the mixed layer either, since sea ice 1987]. Use of CFC does not help here, sinceits exchange
freezingand meltingalters the mixed layer salinity. How- characteristics
are expectedto be similarto thoseof oxygen.
ever, it is possibleto estimatethe total entrainmentduring Oxygenundersaturationin winter mixed layersevenwithout
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a sea ice cap has been reported[Reid, 1983;Clarke et al.,
1990]. Recognizingthat there might be some exchange,
particularlythroughthe leads(observedto amountto about
5% during Ant V/2), it is noted that the mixed layer is

undersaturated;hence any exchangewith the atmosphere
would transferoxygeninto the ocean, and the calculations

presented
belowwouldthereforerepresent
a lowerboundof
deepwaterentrainmentinto the mixedlayer.
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5ø

Oø

formation may lower the saturation level faster than sea-air
gas exchange can restore equilibrium. For a nominal wind

speedof 12 m s-1 and a water temperature
of -IøC the
exchange velocity of oxygen can be computed using the

formulation
of LissandMerlivat[ 1986]as 15.5cmh -l which
yields a time constant of 27 days for a 100-m mixed layer.
(We note too from this that exchange of oxygen through an
ice cover
60ø

ß

•

•

60ø

ß

\
ß

.
\

•

ß el

I

65*

65 ø

the winter

70c

Fig. 7a.

5ø

0o

with

5%

leads

would

have

an effective

time

constant of >400 days. Mixed layer deepening due to rapid
cooling following cold air outbreaks has been observed to
occur on time scales of 1-2 days [Shay and Gregg, 1986]]
Therefore less than 100% oxygen saturation in a fall season
mixed layer, before ice formation, is feasible and perhaps
expected. Undersaturation in the ice-free ocean under buoyancy removal conditions has been observed in the winter
Greenland Sea, seaward of the ice edge [Reid, 1983].
An additional effect is as follows: as deepening of the fall
seasonmixed layer proceeds, the undersaturated water from
remnant

t-min is mixed

with near-surface

water.

The average oxygen concentration, and therefore saturation
level, of such a mixed layer can be estimated from summer
data if one assumesthat the summer oxygen profile is simply
mixed to the t-min depth, rapidly enough so exchange with
the atmosphere is negligible. Using Ajax stations 81-94
[SIO, 1985] (section along the Greenwich meridian), the
average oxygen concentration of the resulting mixed layers

5ø

is 7.97 -+ 0.13 mL/L.

Mixed layer thickness map in meters.

The Ant V/2 data can be used to estimate the mixed layer
oxygen saturationat the onset of the winter sea ice cover by
With these assumptions the total amount of deep water relating observed oxygen undersaturation to the number of
incorporated into the mixed layer from the start of the days under ice at each conductivity, temperature, and depth
entrainment (winter) period to the time of the observations (CTD) station site (Figure 10). The 100% oxygen saturation
can be determined. First, the initial mixed layer oxygen value is determined for an air pressureof 986 mbar, which is
concentration must be determined. While the summer mixed
the average summer value (before the mixed layer is decoulayer oxygen is usually at or slightly above full saturation, pled from free gas exchangewith the atmosphere),given for
rapid cooling of the surface layer prior to the onset of ice the region by Van Loon [1972]. The days under sea ice are
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determinedby differencingthe day of the CTD observation
from the time of the first ice cover, as defined by the
Navy-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) ice charts. Oxygen saturation decreaseslinearly
(correlation coefficient of 0.81) with increasingtime below
the sea ice. The relationship indicates that the oxygen

The initial mixed layer is taken at -1.8øC (slightly above
the freezing point since, as mentioned above, a freezing
point mixed layer is not required or expected at the onset of
sea ice formation; use of the freezing point does not significantly alter the results), with 7.94 mL/L oxygen concentration; the WDW mean oxygen concentration of 4.65 mL/L is

saturation near the time of onset of the winter sea ice cover

used with the observed t-max at each station. An estimate is

(day 0) is 96.1% or 7.94 mL/L at an air pressureof 986 mbar,
agreeing with the value computed from Ajax data [SIO,

then derived for the mixed layer temperature at the time of
observationff it was cappedby a perfect insulatinglid. The
heat (relative to freezing) that has been incorporated into the
mixed layer sincethe beginningof the entrainmentprocessis
given by Qt (in joules per square meter; Figure 11). This

1985]. We will therefore use our estimate of 7.94 mL/L (96%
oxygen saturation) as an initial condition in the following
analysis.
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the southern
positionshavea longerentrainment
duration.
The assumption
madeby Gordonet al. [1984]that the
surface
layeris at 100%saturation
in oxygenat thetimeof
firsticeis incorrect.Using96%oxygensaturation
at firstice

wouldlowertheSomov
winterperiodheatfluxestimates
by
about
22%andleadstogoodagreement
withthecorrespond-

Fig. 8. Mixedlayer(a) potential
temperature,
(b) salinity,
and ing Ant V/2 results(about25 W m-2) in the 60ø-62.5øS
(c) oxygensaturation
relativeto an atmospheric
pressure
of 986 region.

mbar versus latitude for stations 74-145.

3.3.

calculation
givesnodetails
regarding
thevariability
ofentrain-

Annual WDW to Mixed Layer

Heat Flux, Qa

In orderto calculate
theannual
heatflux,Qa,fromdeep
mentduringthe winter,onlyof the integrated
amount.The
totaldeepwater
heattransferred
intothemixedlayerincreaseswaterto the oceansurfacelayer,the summerperiodWDW
withlatitude.Thisdoesnotnecessarily
meanthattheentrain- to surface heat flux and the full duration of the winter

mentrateis moreintense
furthersouthbutratherthatit may entrainmentperiod must be known.
haveproceeded
fora longer
period
atthetimeofsampling. The summerperiod flux is representedin the initial
condition
of 96%mixedlayeroxygensaturation,
sincepart
of
the
undersaturation
is
derived
from
the
incorporation
of
3.2. WDW to WinterMixedLayer
the
previous
winter's
mixed
layer
into
the
developing
fall
Heat Flux, Qf
mixed layer. An independentestimateof the WDW "contamination"of the t-min stratumcan be made. The winter
squaremeter),maybe calculated
by dividingQt, the total remnant t-min warms during the course of the summer

Thewinterentrainment
period
heatflux,Qf (watts
per

heattransferred
intothemixedlayerby deepwater
entrain- period.While muchof this warmingcan be derivedfrom
ment,by the durationof activeentrainment.This is takenas fluxes
across
theseasonal
pycnocline
whichcapsthet-min,
the time sincefirst ice cover. The undersaturation
of the somefluxfrombelowthe mainpycnocline
is likely.It is
mixedlayeratthattimeisbelieved
tobeaproduct
ofcooling notedabovethatthedensitychange
across
themainpycnof the summer
waterandentrainment
of the t-minlayer. oclineto the t-minis weak, lessthanthat acrossthe summer
Stations
wheretheicecoverperiodwaslessthan20daysare pycnocline
layer,makingit susceptible
to verticalmixing
removed from the calculations,since the method used to processes.
The summert-minfor theWeddellwarmregime
determinefirstice is accurateonlyto within 1 weekor 2. region
alongtheGreenwich
meridian
asmeasured
duringthe
Withthe exception
of onestationat 59.5øS,
onlythe data Ajaxexpedition
isabout0.3ø-0.4øC
above
thefreezing
point.
pointssouthof 60øSareincluded
in thefollowing
discussion.For the Weddellcoldregimethe t-minis only0.1ø-0.2øC
TheQf value(Figure12)averages
41W m-2. Removingabovefreezing.Assuming
half of the t-minwarmingis
thestations
situated
overthecrestofMaudRise,whichmay derived
fromdiffusive
fluxacross
theunderlying
pycnocline

beinfluenced
bysitespecific
processes,
reduces
theaverage beginning
in the previousspring,a diffusiveheatfluxof 2 W

to37Wm-2.Thelatitudinal
dependence
ofQtisreduced,
as m-2,iscalculated.
Thisimplies
a Kzvalue
of0.2cm2s-• .
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Because of the 1- to 2oweek resolution of the Navy-NOAA ice
charts, stations at sites covered by sea ice for less than 20 days are
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Fig. 12. Winter (period when mixed layer is covered by sea ice)

heat flux, Qf (wattsper squaremeter),as a functionof latitude
(degrees
south):Qf = Qt/(timeunderice). Qt is takenfromFigure
11. In order to remove a large error due to first ice cover day
uncertainty, only those stations at sites which were below the sea
ice cover for 20 days or more are used in this figure.

Thereforeapproximately
2 W m-2 mayrepresent
the non- Comparisonof the July Ant V/2 data with the end of August
entrainment summer period WDW to surfacelayer heat flux.
In the following calculationsfor annual heat flux the summer
fluxes are taken as 2 W m -2. If the summer heat flux were
taken as zero, the annual heat flux would be reduced by 13%.
A reasonable

estimate

of the duration

of the winter

en-

trainment period can be made. We can choose among the
following sets of entrainment period scenarios'
1.

For the rather

unrealistic

situation

that entrainment

data near 60øSreveals a slightreduction in concentration and
hence continued entrainment during the intervening period.
The Polarstern

cruise Ant V/3 obtained

a few CTD

stations

near 60øS and the Greenwich meridian in early December
1986. Additionally, the Somov obtained data in early November 1981 in the same region. These data show a mixed
layer oxygen concentrationof 7.3-7.4 mL/L, similar to that
of the Polarstern Ant V/3 December data. The correspond-

ing saturationvalues are lower than those of the late August
Ant V/2 data for the 60øSregion, about 0.3 mL/L lower in
concentration, implying continued entrainment. However,
the Somov data do not follow the relationship between
oxygensaturationand daysunder ice (Figure 10), suggesting
year,theannualheatfluxQais 8 W m-2.
that entrainment ceasedbefore early November. Placement
2. The more realistic situation that entrainment
continues further into the winter (September 1 for north of 65øSand of the Somovdata in Figure 10 indicatesentrainmentceased
about 75 days after first ice, which near 60øS is mid-June.
November 1 south of 65øS)yields an annual heat flux, Qa =
16 W m-2 (Figure13). Removingthe MaudRisestations Hence entrainment may have ended near 60øS toward the
end of August. For lack of more definitive information,
reduces the annual heat flux to 14 W m -2.
The rationale for the September 1 and November 1 com- September 1 is taken as the entrainment cessationdate for
the region north of 65øS.
bination is as follows:
3.3.2. November 1 south of 65øS. The air temperatures
3.3.1. September 1 north of 65øS. A time series of
mixed layer oxygen concentrationcan be constructedfor the are sufficientlycold to allow for somefreezing, at least in the
region near 60øS and the Greenwich meridian (Figure 14). southernpart of the region into the end of October. This is

has ceased by the time of the observations, that all of the
yearly entrainment was accomplished by the time of the
observations,i.e., by midwinter, and that there is no further
flux of deepwater heat into the mixed layer for the rest of the

observed

from the instrumented

drifters

set out from

Ant

V/2. Ten ice-locked drifters were placed out during Ant V/2
•,
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Fig. 11. Qt (joules per squaremeter) introducedinto the mixed
layer by deepwater entrainmentplotted againstlatitude. All stations
with sufficientsamplingin the mixed layer are used. This determination is based on the undersaturation of mixed layer oxygen in the
25- to 60-m interval (removed from the slightly greater variability at
the top and bottom of the mixed layer), following the assumptions
mentioned in the text. The mean deepwater oxygen, the local
temperature of the t-max, and the thickness of the mixed layer are
used for these determinations.
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Fig. 13. Annual heat flux, Qa (watts per square meter), as a
function of latitude, assumingan entrainment period from first ice
formation to September 1 north of 65øSand November 1 south of
65øS.The winter heat flux is taken from Figure 12, and the summer

heatfluxistakenas2 W m-2 (seetext).Onlythosestations
at sites
which were below the sea ice cover for 20 days or more are used in
this figure.
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Polarstern

glacial ice melt over evaporation, P + R - E) must compensate the salt input of the WDW and return the surface
layer salinity to the initial value. In order to calculate the
freshwater input required for steady state the duration of
entrainment is needed, as in the case for the heat flux
calculations. With the 34.11 initial mixed layer salinity
(average surface and t-min layer salinity obtained from the
Ajax data along the Greenwich meridian from 60ø to 70øS
[SIO, 1985]) the required annual P + R - E along the
Greenwich meridian is 75 cm. The latitude dependence
mirrors the WDW entrainment plot (Figure 15).
Estimates of the net freshwater input to the southern
ocean are subject to large uncertainty, though a value of 40

Ant V/2 data are used for the clusters of July to September 1986;

cmyr-1 canbe obtained
fromtheliterature[Gordon,1981].

Polarstern Ant V/3 data are used for December 1986; and Somov
data are used for the November 1981 period.

It appears the freshwater flux derived in this study is too
large. Why? An important element in the surfacelayer salinity
balance has not been taken into account: the loss of salty
surfacewater duringformation of AABW. For example, if half
of the entrainedWDW were ultimately to contributeto AABW
(see section 7), with a salinity not much below the salinity of
the WDW, then the required freshwaterinput is reduced by

[Hoeber and Gube-Lehnhardt, 1987] within the range of
60ø-67.5øS. These drifters were equipped with air temperature sensors, all of which recorded significantwarming to the
range 0ø to -5øC after October 25, 1986. For the previous
month the air temperatures were closer to -10øC, with
significantly more variance. As discussedbelow, air temperatures colder than - 10øCare required to prevent ice melting.
In 1986 south of 65øS it is likely that entrainment ended
shortly before November 1. Additionally, Allison [1981],
using ice growth data near Mawson Base south of Australia,
finds that

oceanic

heat loss has a late winter

maximum.

While the Allison measurements were made near 62øS, they
were along the coastline of Antarctica, exposed to very cold
outflow of continental air masses, and hence may be indicative of heat flux variability for the southern extreme of the
seasonal sea ice cover. Lemke [1987] also finds late winter
heat flux in a one-dimensional mixed layer model for the
southern ocean and attributes it to increased upward diffusion as the pycnocline is made sharper by the winter period
entrainment.

4.

WDW

FLUX

INTO THE MIXED

AND COMPENSATING

FRESHWATER

LAYER
FLUX

The entrainment process would continuously deepen the
mixed layer were it not for some restoring process, presumably the annual Ekman upwelling and perhaps, in the case of
the continental margin, the translation of a sloping pycnocline. As the mixed layer deepens, the entrainment rate
diminishes, and eventually, equilibrium is established. Thus
for a given convective and turbulent situation within the
mixed layer, stronger Ekman upwelling would result in a
thinner mixed layer. The balance is achieved regionally and
on an annual basis; local mesoscale features in the ocean or
synoptic weather events would upset the local balance.
As deep water is incorporated into the mixed layer, mixed
layer water must be removed to maintain an annual steady
state situation. For the September 1/November 1 entrainment termination condition the average WDW entrainment
is 45 m (Figure 15). This yields a residence time for water
within the 111-m mixed layer of 2.5 years. The annual total

entrainment increasesto the south, attaining 100 m over
Maud Rise and over the continental slope, suggestinga much
reduced

residence

time.

The annual freshwater flux (excess of precipitation plus

half to approximately
40 cm yr-•. Thereforethe required
annualfreshwater balance may not be unreasonablewhen the
full dispersionof the surface layer is taken into account.
5.

5.1.

ENTRAINMENT CONSEQUENCESTO SEA ICE COVER

Equilibrium Air Temperature

Transfer of deepwater heat into the winter mixed layer is
expected to have an effect on the thermodynamics of the sea
ice cover. Deepwater heat introduced into the mixed layer
which is not lost to the atmosphere would be available to
melt ice. Conversely, if the atmosphere removes more heat
than introduced from below by the deep water, freezing
would ensue. To a first approximation, heat transfer from the
ocean into the atmosphere depends on ice concentration
(percent leads) and ice thickness, as well as on the air
temperatureand wind speed. The sea ice thicknessobserved
during Ant V/2 averaged near 50 cm, with a lead occurrence
of 5% [Wadhams et al., 1987].
The heat available for melting sea ice is given by the
difference

between

the entrainment

heat flux and the loss to

the atmosphereby conductionthrough the sea ice cover and
by loss within leads:

MiLt = Qf - [Qconducton
+ Qleads]

(1)
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Fig. 15. Thickness (meters) of WDW incorporated into the
winter mixed layer as function of latitude. Only those stations at
sites which were below the sea ice cover for 20 days or more are
used in this figure.
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whereM i is the meltingrate of the seaice coverandL t is the
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200I

latent heat of fusion. Assuming that ocean to atmosphere
heat flux is n times greater for leads than for conduction
throughthe ice and that the ratio of leadsto ice coveris given
by p, (1) becomes

'" I I 1•

MiLt = Qf- [p(n - 1)+ 1]Qconduction (2)
Using the Wadhamset al. [1987] observations,a simple
form for Qconduction
(the sea ice value for diffusivityand a
linear thermal gradientbetweenthe seawaterfreezing point

andtheairtemperature)
andtheQTdetermined
earlier(Figure

-50
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Fig. 17. Total winter sea ice formation versus latitude. The

12), the air temperaturewhich yields no net productionor calculationyieldsthe ice formationup to the time of the CTD station
meltingof seaice can be determined(Figure 16). The average observation;however, sincean equilibriumis achievedbetweenthe
air temperaturerequiredto maintainthe observedmeanseaice WDW heat flux and the ice cover, it represents the total ice
formation.
cover is - 13øC.The measuredaverageair temperatureduring
the CTD stationswas -13øC (the exact comparisonis fortu-

itous).Thereforeat the time of the Ant V/2 expeditionthe air
temperaturewas, on average,just sufficientto removefromthe
mixed layer the heat introducedby WDW entrainment.The
oscillationsof air temperaturedue to synopticweatherwould
inducealternatingfreezingand meltingepisodes.In addition,
therewouldbe spatialvariability,asicewouldformin theleads
but would melt where the ice thickness exceeds (through the

layer in fall, with an oxygensaturationof 96% and WDW
water salinityof 34.68,the meanice formationacrossthe full
latitudinalrangeof Ant V/2 is 55 cm (Figure 17). The seaice
thickness distribution observed during Ant V/2 displays a
mode from 40 to 60 cm [Wadhams et al., 1987].
The latitudinal

form

of the ice thickness

distribution

action of rafting, which for a nondivergentice field would (Figure 17) is similarto that observedby Wadhamset al.
[1987, Figure 9], but with the importantexceptionof Maud

balanceice generationin the leads)the critical value.
5.2.

Rise. Here the entrainment model calculates more ice than is

observed.The Maud Rise valuesin all parameters(Qœ,

Sea Ice Production

Net seaice productionduringthe winter up to the time of
observation can be calculated with a simple salinity budget
for the mixed layer, using oxygen as a proxy indicator of
WDW entrainment as is done for the thermal budgets.
Entrainment of deep water introducessalt into the winter
mixed layer. The salinity of the mixed layer would be
determinedby the ratio of deep to surfacewater were it not
for net ice formation, precipitation,and evaporation.During
the winter the latter two are not important, since the ocean
surfaceis protectedfrom a direct water exchangewith the

WDW upwelling, ice formation) determinedfrom the entrainment concept are all above the regional trend. It is
probablethat someother processesare active or that the
initial conditions(at onset of sea ice) differ in the Maud Rise
region. For example, the salinity of the mixed layer over
Maud Rise is above the regional value of 34.11. The Ajax
station 89 near Maud Rise shows a mean salinity of the

surfaceand t-min layers of 34.21. Using a 34.2 mixed layer at
the beginningof the entrainment period reduces the com-

putedice thicknessto 70 cm. Otherfactorsmay be that the
sea ice is thinner or has more leads during part of the winter

atmosphereby the ice cover.Positivedeviationsfrom simple (lower ice concentrationis observedin the Maud Rise region
mixing of surface and deep water are thus due to ice by the satellitemicrowavedata[Comisoand Gordon,1987]),
formation. The results are sensitive to the initial salinity of allowingmore heat to be lost directly to the atmosphere.
the surfacewater, which is difficult to ascertain. The average

salinity of the summer surfacewater and t-min along the
Greenwich meridian measured by the Ajax expedition is
34.11. Using this value for the initial salinity of the mixed

6.

THE MAUD

RISE ANOMALY

The mixedlayer over Maud Rise is anomalousin a number
of ways. It is not the intent of this paperto discussfully the
oceanographicprocessesat Maud Rise, but a number of
aspectsshouldbe mentioned,as they impacton the mixed
layer characteristics.

30

[]Ta
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=0 I
ß
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- Ta(icegrowth=O)

6.1.

Salty/Dense Mixed Layer

Over Maud Rise the mixed layer salinity and density attain

E
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the highestvalues encounteredduring the expedition.The
salinityis particularlyhighcomparedto the regionalrelationshipof mixedlayer oxygento salinity.This implieshighice
productionover Maud Rise,thoughincreasedverticalflux of
WDW may be the primarycontributor,as discussed
below.
The mixedlayer rr0 is 27.78,only0.03-0.04largerthanthat
of the temperaturemaximumnear 300 m (Figures3 and 7b).

øS

The denser surface water over Maud Rise induces a cyclonic
Fig. 16. Air temperaturerequiredfor no net seaice production baroclinic circulation around the Rise, amounting to 4 cm
usingthe entrainmentheatflux from initiationof entrainmentto the s-1 for the surfacegeostrophic
currentrelativeto 1000dbar
time of the observation(given in Figure 12). Only those stationsat
sites which were below the sea ice cover for 20 days or more are
used in this figure.

(Figure1). The buoyancyfrequencyacross10-dbarintervals

forthestations
100-111is2.07cyclesh-1, versus
4.67cycles
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Fig. 18. Maud Rise temperature/oxygencomparedto a warm and a cold regimetemperature/oxygenplot.

h -1 for stations116-127to the northof MaudRise,and3.78 atmosphere.The t-max density within the warm WDW over
cyclesh -1 for stations80-90to the south.At station108the the sidesof the rise is near cr0 = 27.76-27.78, the sameas the
salinity and cr0 within the 20- to 100-minterval of the mixed
layer attain the maximum values observed during Ant V/2:
34.516 and 27.789, respectively. At 240 m, at the temperature maximum, cr0 = 27.820. The vertical gradientof potential density between mid mixed layer and t-max approaches
zero for a reference pressure of 500 dbar (or0.5).
6.2.

Maud

Rise

WD W

The t-max over Maud rise is significantlycooler than it is
over the sidesof the rise (Figure 4) [Bagriantsev et al., 1989].
The t-max over the crest is about the same as that measured

further north within the cold regime of the Weddell Gyre.
However, the oxygen concentrationat the Maud Rise t-max
does not display the telltale minimum of the cold regime
(Figures 6b and 18); it is 0.2 mL/L higher than it is within the
Weddell cold regime. Comparison of the Maud Rise water
column with that of the surrounding ocean (Figure 19)
indicates that the Maud Rise column can be achieved by a
400-m upward displacement of the surrounding water column. Not knowing the residencetime of the water within the
Maud Rise water column or the area of the source region
relative to that of the Maud Rise crest prohibits determination of the mean vertical velocity. A residence time of 1 year

Maud Rise mixed layer. Gradients of temperature on the
27.78 isopycnal range from the t-max of 1.1øCto -1.8øC in
the mixed layer in a distance of about 200 km (with a
maximum change of 0.9øC in only 50 km). Using a lateral

mixingcoefficient
of 102m2 s-l (characteristic
fora 100-km
horizontal scale [Okubo, 1971]) and a 100-km radius for the
Maud Rise anomaly, a 100-m slab of ocean centered at cr0 =

27.78wouldrepresent
a fluxof slightlymorethan10W m-2
into the Maud Rise mixed layer. This flux would be accompaniedby the sameWDW salinity and oxygenthat would be
associatedwith the entrainment process. Therefore 20% of
the heat flux into the Maud Rise mixed layer, attributed to
entrainment, may be due to isopycnal mixing. Signs of
isopycnal mixing can be seen in the O/S structure of the
WDW temperature maximum (Figure 20). The thermohaline
fine structure, aligned along isopycnals, portrays a situation
in which the warmer WDW is transferring heat and salt
directly into the mixed layer. Clearly, the number used for
the mixing coefficient and the 100-m slab over which the
isopycnal processis active are merely reasonableguesses,
but it is suggestedthat for the Maud Rise region a onedimensional treatment may be insufficient.

impliesa verticalvelocityof 1.3 x 10-5 m s-• for a 1: 1 6.4.
ratio of source to crest area.

6.3.

Isopycnal Mixing

The relatively dense mixed layer over Maud Rise forces
density surfaces which are ordinarily embedded within the
regional temperature maximum of the WDW to passinto the
mixed layer and have direct isopycnal accessto the winter

Circulation-Topography Interaction

The uniquewater columncharacteristicsof Maud Rise must
be related to the interaction of the rise with the larger-scale
circulation. Roden [1987] and Bagriantsev et al. [1989] briefly
review the various attemptsto model flow over isolatedtopographichighsor seamounts[McCartney, 1976;Boyer et al.,
1984;Huppert and Bryan, 1976]which showpatternssimilarto
that observed in 1984: isolated Taylor Columns (closed circu-
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Fig. 19. Comparisonof the thermohalinestratificationover the crestof Maud Risewith that over the flanksof the rise.
In order to match the profilesthe water columnover the flanks needsto be upwelledby 400 m.

lation cells)developedover the topographichigh with various
waves and eddies forming downstream of the topographic
feature. None of the modelsare specificallyapplicableto the
high-amplitudeMaud Rise situation, but they do provide a
senseof what to expect. Huppert and Bryan [ 1976]developan
f-plane modelfor a linear stratifiedwater columnpassingover
a low-amplitudeisolatedtopographichigh. A denser(colder)
water column forms over the topographichigh. A less dense
(warmer) water column develops downstream, where it re-

wich meridianis 16 W m-2 (14 W m-2 withoutthe Maud
Rise stations). The winter period heat flux determined is 41

W m-2 (37W m-2 withoutMaudRise).Theheatfluxacross
60øS
givenby Gordon[1981]is 5.4 x 10TM
W s-1. Thevalue
determinedhere is abouthalf: 2.8 x 1014W s-1 . Inclusionof
Maud Rise in circumpolar extrapolation is meant to incor-

poratevariousuniquesituationsof circulation/topographic

enhancement of WDW upwelling. While the present numbers are less than the values determined in the 1981 study, it
mains for low-flow conditions and advects downstream for
must be pointed out that (1) the 1981 calculations use
high-flow conditions. As stratification increases, the flow meteorologicaldata for the winter period which are primarily
passesaroundthe topographichigh,ratherthanflowingover it. determined by interpolation, not direct observations, and
must be considered as rough approximations; and (2) the
7.
DISCUSSION
calculationsperformedin this study would underestimatethe
total heat flux across60øS,sinceonly the open ocean situation
7.1.
Circumpolar Extrapolation
of mixedlayer stratificationis represented,and the continental
7.1.1. Heat flux. Gordon [1981] estimated the ocean to margin effects associatedwith AABW formation are not inW s-1 valueshouldbe takenas a lower
atmosphereannual heat flux for the circumpolar belt 60ø- cluded.The 2.8 x 10TM
70øS,using climatologicaldata with bulk aerodynamicequa- boundfor heat flux across60øS,as it includesonly part of the
tions,as 31 W m-2. The annualheatflux valuedetermined total heat loss to the atmospheresouth of 60øS.
7.1.2. WDW flux. The winter mixed layer oxygen unin this study for the 60øSto 70øSsegmentalong the Green-
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dersaturationimpliesan averageupwellingof WDW of 45 m

of the southernoceanis limited in its thicknessby mixed

yr-•. Applying
thisvalueto thefull circumpolar
regionin layer entrainmentof the relatively warm and salty deep
the60øSto 70øSbandyields24 x 106 m3 s-1. Levitus[1988] water. One can conceiveof a network of negativefeedbacks
estimates the northward Ekman volume flux across 60øS as

that produces a relatively stable but thin veneer of sea ice.

10X 106 m3 s-•. An additional
lossof deepwaterentering The sea ice cover and ocean static stability are maintained
the surface layer is that contributing to the formation of

by salinity;this is referredto as the salinitymode. However,
the stable salinity mode configurationcan be upset. The
drawnfrom the surfacelayer within the Ekman layer across Weddell Polynya of the mid-1970s[Carsey, 1980;Martinson
60øS,andtheremaining14 x 106 m3 s-• is availableto sink et al., 1981; Gordon, 1982] is a dramatic example that
with AABW. The total productionof AABW involves more another stable mode can exist.
thanthe surfaceend-member,in that deepwateris incorpoIn the polynya condition the ocean stratification is derated into the blendwithin the shelfprocessesor by entrain- stroyed, and vigorousconvection persists, eliminatingthe
ment into the sinking slope plumes. If the surface water sea ice cover. This configurationis driven by heat and is
component (open ocean and shelf water) comprisesabout referred to as the thermal mode. The conversion of the more
80%of thetotalAABW formation,assuggested
in therecipe common salinity mode to the anomalous thermal mode
of Foster and Carmack [1976], a AABW productionrate of
requires the salinity of the winter mixed layer to become
AABW.

Thus about 42% of the entrained WDW

is with-

17.5x 106 m3 s-1 is implied.A 50' 50 mix of surfaceto sufficiently high to force free convection within the ocean.

other water masses,which representsthe more traditional

The convectioncontinuesas the upwelledwater is cooledby

recipe,resultsin 28 x 106 m3 s-• AABW production. contact with the atmosphere.This thermal mode can be shut

Jacobs et al. [1985] estimated the AABW formation rate

alongthe continental
marginas 13 x 106 m3 s-• . Gordon downonly if enoughfreshwater is addedto the surfacelayer

[Martinson et al., 1981]. Transient polynyas, frequently
observedover the deep ocean [Comiso and Gordon, 1987],
total AABW productionas 38 x 106 m3 s-1. This is in
agreement
witha AABW production
rateof 41 x 106 m3 s-l are examplesof a thermalmode beingshutdown by an influx
determined
from•4Cconsiderations
of $tuiveret al. [1983]. of sea ice from the surroundingocean.
The appearanceof the Weddell Polynya in the mid-1970s
In view of the uncertainties the WDW flux obtained from the
and
smaller more transitory polynyas in the Maud Rise
mixed layer calculationsof this study results in AABW
region
suggestsa relationship of horizontal and vertical
productionat a rate within the expectedrange.
circulation in the vicinity of Maud Rise to the winter sea ice
[1975], using a large-scale thermal balance, estimated the

cover. The less than 100-km horizontal scale and the more-

7.2.

Maud Rise and Polynyas

or-less fixed location of the recurrent polynya suggestan

This study along with the modelingstudy of Martinson

oceanic origin, rather than an effect of the localized wind

[this issue] indicates that the extensive winter sea ice cover

field. It is suggested
that the enhancedupwellingover Maud
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Rise area is due to interaction between circulation and

TABLE 1. AverageValuesfor Vertical Fluxesfor the Region

bottomtopography,sensitizing
thatregionto polynyadevel-

59.5ø-69.5øSAlong the Greenwich Meridian

opment by introducing more salty WDW into the mixed

Value

layer than is provided by the regionalEkman upwelling
process. The Maud Rise effect is an external factor which

Winter

heat flux from the WDW*

to the mixedlayer,QT
boosts the mixed layer salinity and density to the critical
Annual heat flux from the WDW*
value, allowing convection.
to the mixed layer, Qa
Martinson et al. [1981] show that a shallowpycnoclineis WDW incorporated into the
an effective preconditionerfor deep-reachingconvection
winter mixed layer

associatedwith polynyageneration.The regionaldepth of
the pycnocline is set by a balance of the winter entrainment

Sea ice production to the time of

41 _+4 W m-27
16 -+ 2 W m-25

45_+9myr-lõ
55 _ 15 emil

the observations

Equilibriumair temperature,ta

processwith the annualwind-inducedupwelling.Spin-upof Circumpolar extrapolation
the regionalwind fieldwouldincreasethe baroclinicvigorof
Heat flux across60øS,Q60o
the Weddell Gyre. The associatedupwellingmay then draw
Total WDW upwelling
more warm/salineCDW into the gyre and, if all else stays

-13 ø _+ 2øCô

2.8 _+0.35 x 10TMW
24 --+5 X 106 m 3 s-•

*WDW is Weddell Deep Water.

constant,would result in a thinner saltier mixed layer and
?QTis sensitiveto the initialoxygensaturationof the mixedlayer
more susceptibility
to polynyas.However, the enhancedup- immediatelyprior to ice formation. As describedin the text, the
welling over Maud Rise, relative to the regional Ekman- saturation value used for this calculation is derived from data to be
96%.QTchanges
by 5% astheinitialoxygensaturainducedupwelling,
mayallowfor a fasterbarotropic
response. approximately
Studiesof the interactionbetweentopographyand circu- tionis changedby 1 percentagepoint.A probableuncertaintyof -+4
Wm-2 isassigned
toQf,corresponding
toareasonable
uncertainty
lation indicatethat upwellingover Maud Rise would increase of
4 percentagepointsfor initial oxygensaturation.Oxygenflux
as the larger-scalehorizontal flow increases(H. W. Ou, from the atmosphereinto the oceanduring the winter is considered
personal communication, 1989). The immediate effect of an to be insignificant.

increase
of theregionalwindstresscurlwill beto spinupthe
barotropiccirculationcomponent.Increasedupwellingover
Maud Risewouldtransferadditionalsaltintothe mixedlayer
and make the area more susceptibleto polynyageneration.
The sequenceof eventsleadingto a polynya may be as
follows:(1) An increaseof the regionalwindfieldcurl spins
up the barotropic circulation of the Weddell Gyre. (2)
Upwelling over topographicfeatures, suchas Maud Rise,

$Annualheatflux wouldhavean errorsimilarto that of QT

becauseof uncertaintyin the initial oxygen saturationvalue. Additional uncertainty is due to the estimation of the summer heat flux
(which is estimatedfrom seasonalwarming of the remnant winter

t-minlayer),thoughthisfactoris a minorcontributorto Qa. A -+2 W

m-2 errorisestimated
forQa.

õAs with the winter heat flux value, WDW upwellinginto the
winter mixedlayer is sensitiveto the initial oxygensaturationof the
mixedlayerimmediatelypriorto iceformation.A 1 percentage
point
changein initial oxygensaturationsyields a 10% changein WDW

increases.(3) The vulnerability for a switch-overfrom the

upwelling.An uncertaintyof -+9 m yr -• is estimatedfor WDW

salinity (sea-ice-covered) mode to the thermal convective
(polynya) mode is enhanced as more salt is delivered to the
overlying mixed layer.

upwellingwhichcorresponds
to a 4 percentagepoint spreadof initial
oxygen saturation.

Sincean equilibriumof WDW heat flux and ice thicknessis

achievedby midwinter, this value effectivelyrepresentsthe total
If the spatialscaleof the topography-induced
upwellingis winter ice formation.The seaice formationis very sensitiveto the
extensive,the convectiveregion may be large enoughto initial salinityof the mixed layer. This is determinedto be 34.11 from
form a self-protectivebarrier to freshwaterinflux from the summerdata. Sea ice formation changesby 57% for every 0.1
changein salinity. Sincethis is the probableuncertaintyin initial
sides.This occurredin the Weddell Gyre in the mid-1970s salinity,the uncertaintyof seaice formationis estimatedas _+30 cm,
over Maud Rise. Eventually, shutdown occurred as the correspondingto a spreadof initial salinity of 0.2.
ôThe equilibriumair temperature,ta, is that requiredto balance
generalcirculationadvectedthe convectiveregion into the
westernWeddell Sea where strongseaice convergencewas the winter WDW to mixed layer heat flux by removingthe heat to
the atmosphere,by preventingnet freezing,or by meltingof seaice.
able overwhelm the thermal mode.
The value is derived from observedparameters. As the lead area
changesby 1 percentagepoint, ta changesby only IøC. Changesin
8.

CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 summarizes the flux determinations based on the

sea ice thickness of 20% or flux enhancement over leads relative to

the ice-coveredsituationof 50% alter ta by 2øC. The estimated
uncertainty in ta is taken as _+2øC.

Ant V/2 mixedlayerdataandprovidesestimates
of probable
uncertainties.These results are importantfor a number of
reasons:(1) They are of direct relevance to the vertical exchangeof heat, fresh water, gases,and nutrientsbetweenthe

deepoceanand the atmosphere,
as well as to the thermody- calculationsand models.(5) The resultssuggesta sequenceof
namics of the ice cover. (2) The extent of the Maud Rise

eventsthat may spurpolynyadevelopment.

anomalyand associated
circulation-topographic-induced
upwellingis betterdefined.(3) The resultscanbe usedto guide,
test, and furtherrefine mixed layer models[e.g., Martinson,
thisissue].(4) The resultscan be usedfor the designof more
specificfieldexperiments
to obtainmorequantitativeinformationon the subtleinterplaybetweenseaice, mixedlayer,and
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